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Year 8 Term 1 Computing test 
Topic 5: Programming (C)
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1 This program lets a shopper know when the online 
price of an item drops below a certain level.

 

1 #happy shopper
2 itemPrice = 79.99
3  lowPrice = float(input("Enter the price you 

would like to pay"))
4 if lowPrice < itemPrice:
5  print("The price is right!")
6 else:
7  print("Not low enough yet!") 

 a)  State why the ‘float’ function is used in line 3.

 

 b)  State the names of the two variables in the 
program.
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2 Before going on holiday, Parveen creates a quick 
check program to remind her what she needs to pack.

 a) Describe the purpose of:

Line 6:

Line 7:

 b)  Parveen adds a remove item option to the 
 program, using the additional input variable 
delItem. 

   Which of these lines would remove the item 
“beach” if entered? Tick one box.

  A delete.suitcase.(delItem) 

  B (delItem).remove.suitcase 

  C suitcase.remove(delItem) 

  D suitcase.remove(delete:’beach’) 

1 #packing list
2  suitcase = ["tops", "bottoms", "sunglasses", 

"beach"]
3 print(suitcase)
4  addItem = input("Would you like to add  

anything? Y/N") 
5 if addItem == "Y":
6  newItem = input("Enter item")
7  suitcase.append(newItem) 
8  print(suitcase)
9 else:
10  print("OK")
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Match the algorithmic terms to the lines of code. 3

4 This is part of a program showing that an alarm 
 requires both doors to be closed before it can be set.

1 #alarm doors
2  alarmSet = False
3 door1 = Closed
4  door2 = "Closed"
5 if door1 == door2:
6  AlarmSet = True
7 else:

 a)  There are two syntax errors in the program. 
Describe them below.

Error 1:

Error 2:

 b)  Describe one key difference between a logic 
error and a syntax error. 

  

sequence

selection

iteration

for letter in ("large"): 
print(letter)

print("hello") 
print("Nice to meet 
you")

if answer = True: 
   print("Well done")
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Total for test: 12 marks

My score:   marks

What went well

How to improve
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